FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Promia Engages UGR
Financial Advisor to Achieve Business Objectives for Information Security
Washington DC and San Francisco, CA – April 5, 2013 – UGR, LLC (UGR), a Washington D.C. based international
investment advisory and consulting firm, and Promia, Inc., a developer of enterprise cyber security and asset monitoring
products, announced that Promia has engaged UGR as a financial advisor for seeking assistance with a transaction to
achieve business objectives for its global network security business.
As part of the agreement, UGR will advise Promia in the preparation of marketing materials, assist in making
presentations to prospective investors and partners, solicit and evaluate proposals, and assist in structuring related
transactions. UGR also provides assistance with market entry strategy, due diligence, partner identification and market
research.
Promia provides enterprise security products and services to government and commercial customers to monitor network
activities, prevent unauthorized access, protect critical infrastructure, and allow commerce to proceed. The products are
installed in military, energy, banking, and cloud environments providing continuous monitoring and extended protection.
Promia security systems are hardened appliances that observe traffic from all network devices, providing accurate and
consistent detection, validation, reporting and blocking response to internally and externally generated computer
intrusions. The devices connect together in a global grid allowing analysts real-time and forensic views of network
activity across sites. The Enterprise Network Map capability in Promia RavenTM generates a logical mapped diagram of a
facility’s router interconnections (network routes) and aggregates all discovered IPs into their assigned subnets, segments,
and/or logical groupings. Promia Raven discovers live network segments including unknown/unauthorized segments,
identifies and automatically reports unknown IP addresses. In addition, the system identifies devices that covertly
forward network traffic and provides a low-bandwidth network mapping engine with an adjustable packet rate/scan speed.
The system also efficiently identifies the state of specified ports on discovered devices. The product includes a series of
data visualization tools such as the 3-D Asset Viewer which allows operators to “fly” through their network viewing
aspects of all connected assets, warping from facility to facility through router, switch, VPN, wireless and other
connections.
General Wesley Clark, CEO of UGR said: “Promia offers a proven technology solution with tremendous potential to
protect large commercial enterprises, governments and critical infrastructure. We’re delighted to be working with them as
they continue to address growing market demand for their products.”
John Mullen, Promia CEO said: “We are fortunate to be working with General Clark and UGR to help us support our
international clients as cyber attacks increase in volume and scope.”
About UGR, LLC – UGR is a registered U.S. broker-dealer and wholly-owned subsidiary of United Global Resources,
LLC, a Washington D.C. based strategic advisory firm that promotes international development by offering market entry
consulting as well as political and governmental affairs advisory services to both U.S. and international companies. UGR
provides mergers and acquisitions advisory services and raises capital for companies in the energy and natural
resources, technology, and business services sectors in the U.S. and abroad.
About Promia, Incorporated - Promia, Incorporated is a leading developer and supplier of security tools, based on
open standard components with advanced analytic capabilities, to the Fortune 1000 companies and government markets.
Its products are used in environments requiring high security, reliability, performance, and scalability. Promia is based
in San Francisco, California and has additional offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Woodland, California.
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